
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Cricut Maker (recommended)
Low-Temp Hot Glue Gun
Scissors
Pliers/Wire Cutters
Long Needle

MATERIALS

Wool Blend Felt - Benzie Design “Meadow”, “Sage”, “Moss”, and “Cinnamon”
2” Wool Pom Poms - Benzie Design “Tangerine” and “White”
3/4” Wool Pom Poms - Benzie Design “Mustard”
Embroidery Floss - DMC “Medium Autumn Gold” (3854) and “Cream” (712)
Cloth Covered Floral Wire - 18 Gauge
Green Paper Covered Floral Wire - 18 Gauge and 24 Gauge
Green Art Maker (to match) - Blick Studio “Dark Green” (049)
Wood Embroidery Hoop - 10”
Fabric Sti�ener - Aleene’s Sti�en Quik

Felt Pumpkin & Greenery Wreath

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut felt according to pattern (Cricut Maker recommended - cut on the “Felt”   
 setting).

3. Make 3 eucalyptus sprigs - see the Baby Blue Eucalyptus tutorial. The    
 eucalyptus sprigs made for this wreath are smaller and use less leaves (see the  
 pattern PDF). Make 3 eucalyptus sprigs.

4. Make 2 wool pom pom pumpkins - see the Wool Pom Pom Pumpkin tutorial.

5. Glue and poke the end of 18 gauge floral wire into a mustard wool pom pom   
 to make a billy ball. It helps to use the end of a needle to dig a small hole prior  
 to putting the wire in. Make 4 billy ball stems.

6. To make green leaf sprigs: Glue a leaf to the end of a length of 18 gauge floral  
 wire, with the base wrapped around.

7. Glue a second leaf opposite the first, slightly lower.

8. Glue on the remaining 3 leaves, alternating placement with each leaf. Spray   
 with a fabric sti�ener and let dry (optional). Make 2 green leaf sprigs.
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)

9. To make the large leaf stems: Glue and pinch the larger green leaves around   
 the end of 18 gauge floral wire. You can glue additional leaves onto the leaves  
 to make the stems fuller. Make about 6 large leaf stems.

10. Bundle together half the greens and billy balls. Wrap together with 24 gauge   
 floral wire to secure and trim the ends. Repeat with the other half. Note - They  
 do not have to be perfectly symmetrical!

11. Pop out the solid wood center piece of the embroidery hoop to use as the   
 wreath base. Curve the finished  bundles of greens with the shape of the   
 embroidery hoop slightly. Attach them to the hoop using 24 gauge wire,   
 meeting ends in the middle.

12. Glue individual green leaves to the middle to cover the wire.

13. Poke short lengths of 24 gauge wire through the sides of the pumpkins.

14. Wrap ends of wire around the center of the hoop to secure.


